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Slope Engineering of Expansive Highway Cut
Ge Guangbin and Ke Zunjing
Department of Civil Engineering, Guangxi University, Nanjing,
China

SYN~PSIS.

This paper introduces t~e engi~eering geological conditions, the properties of the expansive s_oil and th_e mea~ures take~ In detail for two slope engineering projects of expansive hi hway cut In Guangxi province of China.
g

the filled soil of Quaternary system, circular
gravel and slope- wash clay; middle part was
eluvial soil (expansive soil ) of Quaternary
system; lower part was the strong weathered
mudstone (expansive soil) ; the latter two were
exposed on the slope surface of cut. All soil
strata are described as follows:

INTRODUCTION
Chinese high- type highway has been greatly
developed for recent years. The slide of cut
slope of highway in the area of expansive soil
occurs often, so how to design the effective
protective construction of the slope to make
the slope of expansive highway cut stable is
~ollowed with interest by designer. The paper
Introduces two slope engineering projects of
expansive highway cut in China.

Qml - filled soil: 0. 7m-6.5m thick, yellowishgrey or yellowish-brown; hard plastic state
c~ntaining a little root of plant; back fillin~
time over thirty years, distributed only in the
lower part of natural slope.

A. NEIHUAN ROAD OF NANNING CITY IN
GUANGXI PROVINCE

Qd 1 -slope-wash clay: 0.6m-15m thick, yellowish
-brown or yellowish- grey, loose state;
containing a little circular gravel,humus,the
root of plant and so on; distributed
differently.

This road is a main traffic highway of the
city. It is a heavy- duty road which has four
lanes. The roadbed is 24 m wide. The section
of the road from K2 + 675 to K3 + 057 is cut which
is 282 m long. The maximum depth of excavation
:n the centre of the route is 15 m and the
maximum height of the left- side slope is 21 m.

Qat -circular gravel: l.Om-ll.lm thick, yellow
and middle dense state; containing a little
cobble,ferric oxide, filled by coarse gravel
sand.

A.l Land feature and Engineering Geological
Conditions of Cut Plat

Q" 1 -expansive clay: 0.6m-7 .2m thick, redishyellow and a little grey; hard plastic state,
lustre as wax; it is a eluvJal expansive soil
formed by weathered mudstone.

The cut plat is in the Nanning Basin and
m- V terrace of the Yong Riyer. The landform
inclines from west to east with a slope of
about 35°. The land surface is rough and there
are many trees on it. The nearby buildings(for
example,enclosing wall and retaining wall)
produce crack, slipping and even toppled down
because of the expansive soil.

N 1 -strong weathered expansive mudstone: grey
and deep -grey, hard to stiff state; fissure
developed well, having obvious slickenside and
smooth fissure- face; containing a little
calcareous concretion and shell. The maximum
depth of drill boles was 24.0 m and the holes
were drilled to this strong weathered mudstone
at 16.8m deep point, and the drill hole did not
reach the depth of middle weathered mudstone.

In the preliminary design stage, six geological
holes were drilled in the plat, which found
that there were expansive soil in it. Two
strata of the expansive soil would be exposed
on the slope surface at the slope height of
21 ~- In the working plan design stage, the
detailed geological prospecting was done and
forty geological holes (8m-24m deep) were
drilled in the plat.

The subsurface water was found in only 7 drill
holes of 40 drill holes, which belonged to pore
artesian water and perched water and its
capacity was not large.
The basic properties of main soil strata are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

The structure of strata in road section
consists of three soil strata: upper part was
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c. Descending grade: from the top of the antislide piles and the waved multiple arch
retaining wall, the grade of upper slope was
1:1.75 and the grade of lower slope was 1:2.
The terrace was constructed at grade- changed
point,, so the high slope was changed to the low
slope. The crown ditch of seepage prevention
was constructed on the terrace. The retaining
wall was constructed again outside the terrace.
The height of the wall was 4.0m-4.5m and its
width at the bottom was 1.5m-2.0m. The grade of

A.2 Designed Measures
Because there exists expansive soil in the cut
slope and there are a television tower of 80m
height near the top of the slope of left hill
and Xianggui Railway running parallel to the
road in the right low -lying land, the slope
stability of cut must be seriously considered.
The synthetical measures (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)
were designed by Nanning City Plan Designing
Institute, as follows:

TABLE 1. Physical and Plastic Properties of Main Strata
Phisical and Plastic Properties

Soil
Strata

Water
Content
(%)

Unit
Weight
(KNjml)

25

19.4

2.70

23.5

19.5

2.68

Degree of
Saturation
(%)

Liquid
Limit
(%)

Plastic
Limit
(%)

Plasticity
Index

0.81

92

48

23

25

0.64

97

44

22

22

Specific Void
Gravity Ratio

Q•lExpansive
Clay
Nl Expansive
Mudstone

TABLE 2. Swell-Shrinking and Shear Strength
Properties of Main Soil Strata
Soil
Strata

slope above the retaining wall was 1:1.75
(seeing Fig. 2).

Swell- Shrinking and Shear Strength
Properties
t5ps
c
Pc
q>
,5 SM
cos
(%)
(%)
(%)
(KPa) (KPa)
(

0

d. Blind drains: 18 transverse blind drains
were built in the slope (20m space in between)
through the non- expansive soil stra ta(Sm thick)
to the expansive soil strata. The underground
interstitial water in the non- expansive soil
strata and the water seeing in slope were
drained out the roadbed by the covered conduit
beside the road surface through the blind drain,
so the slope would be dewatered (seeing Fig. 1
and Fig. 4).

)

Qcl_
Expansive
,Clay

Nl

75

I 8.5

13.5

319

2.0

3.5

50

12.0

14.5

II 0

3.2

4.2

-

Expansive
Mudstone

Note: •hs -Expansive of < 5JJ. oven- dried soil in water;
t5sM- Volumetric shrinkage from saturated to air-dried;
Pc -Expansive pressure ; w s- Shrinkage limit;
C and q> -Shear strength of the soil samples given by
quick shear test after expansive without pressure.

a. Anti- slide piles: reinforced concrete
excavated-hole piles were constructed at the
foot of the left slope. The piles were 12m long
1. 5m diameter and Sm space. Its length buried '
in the strong weathered mudstone was about 7m.
There were 73 piles within all region of the
cut to resist the unloading expansion produced
by excavation of expansive cut, the larger
expansive pressure produced by the slope foot
wetted easily by water and general soil pressure.

f. I.ntercepting ditch: two parallel intercepting
ditches of seepage prevention were built at the
top of slope and one intercepting ditch of
seepage prevention was built on the terrace.
The surface water at the top of slope and on
the upper slope surface was quickly drained
out the roadbed (seeing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

A.3 Effect

b. Multiple arch retaining wall: grouted rubble
arches were constructed between the anti- slide
piles to form the waved IJ?.Ultiple arch retaining
wall (Fig. 3). The thickness of the arch was
0. 7m and the height of the arch was 3.0m. The
soil pressure was transferred to the anti- slide
piles through spring.
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e. Framework revetment: the multiple-arch-shape
or check- shape framework revetment of rubber
support was built on the slope surface. The
width of the framework was 0.4m and it was
embedded in slope (0.35m deep from the slope
surface). The slope surface within the
framework was sealed with grouted rubble stones
and its width was 0.25m (Fig. 5).

Since the construction of cut of the road was
completed in the dry season of 1990 and the
road was used, any damage has not found(Fig. 6).
It shows that the measures designed and taken
are successful.
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Arched
Revetment

Ditch of
Tenace
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Revetment
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Plan of K2
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Sealing Coat !
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Fig. 2.

A Typical Section of Cut
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Framework Revetment
Sealing Coat(2Scm thick)

A

50# Grouted Rubble Arch
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Fig. 3.

Multiple Arch Retaining Wall
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Fig. 4.

Blind Drain

Fig. S.

Framework Revetment
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was 0. Sm wide and was buried in soil 'body (0 .o4m
deep below the slope surface). The slope narface
within the framework wa1 built by limo -soil.

Fig. 6.

Complete Picture of the
Slope Designed

B . NANLIU HIGHWAY IN GUANGXI PROVINCE

Fig . 7 .

Grouted Rubble Revetll\ent

Fig. 8.

Framework Revetment

This highway is a segment of the major highway
in one national highway of China. The average
traffic volume is 2000 tO SOOO trucks(cars) per
day. The highway segment from KO+OOO to K.31+200
crosses through the middle of Nanning Basin. In
it, the land features are low- gentle hills and
furrows. Many hills have a smooth surface and
its relative difference of elevation is 10m -30m .
The typical expansive soil in Guangxi is
distributed over this segment. The expansive
soil was formed by Tertiary period mudstone
weathered strongly and exposed to surface. Its
thickness is several metres to tens metres and
even larger. Its fissure developed well. It bas
grey, yellowish- grey and greenish- grey colours.
The enaineering properties of the represent&tively soil samples as follows:
a . Physical properties: co= 19 .9%,y = 20.6KN/m ,
y• = l7 . 2KN/m, e = 0.60, S, = 91.2%.
b. Plastic properties: L.L=48.4%, P.L=l9.S,
PI=28.9.

Since the sealed revetment was taken in the
highway seven years ago . the slope bas been
stable.

c. Granularity content: sand(2 -O.OS) S%,
silt(O .OS- 0 . 005) 13%, clay(< 0.005) 82 Ofo,
colloid(< 0 .002) 66%.

b. Sod revetment: paving the slope surface with
sod, but slide of the slope only paved with sod
occurred in the course of construction. Many
slides were the shallow slide and the thickneu
of sliding mau wa1 less than lm (Fig. 9), but
some slides were the deep slide and the
thickness of sliding mass was 3m- 4m. It
belonged to a retrogressive slide, this is,
the sliding occurred first in small lower scope,
and then, developed gradually up (Fig. 10).

d. Swell - shrinking properties: cSps = 80%,
6sw = 25.2%, P,=250 KPa. w 1 = 12%. Marks here
are the same as that of Table 1.
e . Shear strength given by quick shear test
after expansion without pressure: C = 2 KP.,
(/) = 2 .5 °.
There were many cut parts in the highway and
maximum depth of excavation was 15m. For
cutting slope of expansive soil, the low
retaining wall(l.Om- l.Sm) was constructed at
the foot of slope and the grade of slope was
1:1.75. The sealed revetment or sod revetment
was constructed on the slope surface, but two
revetments had different effect.

It was not effective for the renovation of this
slide that only the measure descending grade of
the slope was taken. For example, the slide of
one cutting slope (150m long and 12m high)
occurred in the course of construction,tben
though the grade of the slope was decreased to
1 :4 - 1:5, the sliding went on (Fig. 11).

a. Sealed revetment: including grouted rubble
revetment(Fig. 7) and framework revetment
(Fig. 8 ), the latter was the c beck - sba p e
framework built by rubble stones. The framework
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These slides occurred in a rainy season, and
then, the sliding stopped in dry season. The
sliding occurred periodically with the change
of the season and climate. Since the segment of
the highway was completed seven years ago, the
volume of sliding mass has sumed into a hundred
thousand cubic metres. The sliding has not
stopped as yet. It shows that to make the slope
of expansive soil (especially, strong expansive
soil) stable and avoid the slope from slide,
the measure sealing slope surface as simple
grouted rubble and framework revetments
indicated above must be taken, besides sod
revetment.
Fig. 9 .

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Shallow Slide

A Retrogressive Slide

SlideoflSOm Long
Cutting Slope
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